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Felicity Harrison receiving her Excellence in Teaching nomination award at assembly this morning

Diary Dates
14 June
ICAS Competition - Writing
15 June
ICAS Competition - Spelling
19 June
Pedal Prix - Vic Park
22 June
Principal Tour
27 June - 1 July
R-3 Swimming
5 July
Readers Cup
6 July
Instrumental Music Concert

Reminder!
Pupil Free Day
Wednesday 24 June
End of Term 2
Friday 8 July @ 2.20pm
Please Pay Accounts into the New
Commonwealth Account:
BSB
065144
Acct

10234369

Site Improvement Plan
During the last Governing
Council meeting the Site
Improvement
Plan
was
ratified. A copy of the plan can
be found on the website here
This year there has been an
extensive consultation process
with both staff and Governing
Council to develop this plan.
There are four significant areas
of the plan (Literacy, Numeracy,
Student
Wellbeing
and
Community Engagement).
One aspect to the plan initiated
by Governing Council was to
develop a strategy to support
parents to engage with their
children to improve literacy and
numeracy outcomes. This week

you will notice that in every class
newsletter suggested strategies
you can do at home to support
the learning occurring at school.
These are not meant to be
arduous but can occur relatively
easily. Examples might include,
for literacy, supporting the
extension of vocabulary children
use in their writing by identifying
descriptive or difficult words in
stories you read and thinking of
other sentences to use the word,
or in numeracy using a number
fact App on a device.
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The section about Community
Engagement is new with a focus
on exploring ways to engage
with families, the broader
community and student. The
role of the Governing Council is
significant in this area of the
plan.

Response to the
2015 Parent Survey

the school by phone or email to
the reason of the absence.

The survey conducted each year
highlights many positive aspects
of school life and areas for
improvement. The inconsistent
use of school diaries and
homework across the school
were identified for areas of
Student Free Day improvement and in term 1 a
new homework policy was
Friday 24th June.
introduced and diary use was
Teachers’ learning on this day made more explicit.
will focus on the continual
Many parents wanted some
understanding and use of ‘task
improvements in communication
design’ to ensure all students
and the new website with the
have the capacity to be
synchronised calendar has been
successful
learners
by
introduced. In future, parents
challenging and stretching their
will not receive Community
thinking. This will be achieved
Notices on a Friday afternoon through the continuation of our
as the school receives these
work with Wendy Lithgow and
from the community they will
the Transforming Tasks.
simply be uploaded to the
website. Currently the School
Development
Committee
is
External Educational developing a communications
Review
plan identifying all necessary
In 2015 an External Review communications and what may
process was introduced to public be the most efficient processes.

I’d also like to thank those
parents who have used the
exemption process when their
family is going on holiday.
Parents are asked to complete
an application for exemption
form, available from Carol, for
family holidays of three or more
days in duration.

schools in South Australia. This
process happens over a four
year cycle and next term our
school will undergo this process.
In the next newsletter I will
describe in more depth the
purpose and process of the
Review.

As the winter weather is upon us
the number of students arriving
late appears to be increasing.
School begins at 8.50 am and it is
important that students are
ready to begin the day. This time
is crucial in setting the scene for
the day and in many classes is
the instructional time for either
reading or phonics. If you are
late please ensure you collect a
late pass at the front office.

Thankyou

I would like to thank the Nye
family for their very generous
donation of a data projector
which will be installed in the gym
in the coming weeks to enhance
Attendance
school
assembly
and
Currently
the
school
is performance presentations.
experiencing a number of
absences due to illness. It is
important for students to stay
home until they are recovered to
reduce the spread of bugs. I’d
like to remind parents to notify
www.crafersps.sa.edu.au
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Quiz Night Thankyou
On Saturday 28th May we had
another fun filled Quiz Night.
Tom Gilbert was once again MC
for the evening and didn’t let us
down with his wit and ability to
rock a safari suit. The Crafers Gin
Club was the ultimate winner on
the night.

4 Pine Ave, Hahndorf
T: 8388 7322

30 Stonehedge Avenue Stirling
Phone: 0447 719 490

An amazing selection of silent
317 Angas Plains Road,
auction items was generously
Langhorne Creek
donated as well as items we sold
in a live auction.
Close to $4000 was raised!
Many thanks to Tom Gilbert,
Kylie Hopkins, Mandy Blundell,
Catherine Butcher (and the
Strung Out Mammas), Tara
Bourne, Fiona Starling, Bec
Sawyer, Phoebe Drage and Anna
Hopkins for all their wonderful
Level 2, 28 Grenfell Street,
help and organisation skills in Adelaide
making Quiz Night a fabulous Ph: 8223 2900
success and to all families that
came along to make a very
enjoyable evening.

374 Greenhill Rd, Burnside Village

Naidine Cullen
We would also like to express
our appreciation to the following
companies that kindly donated
items:
Koch and Reid family
Westhoff Family
Penmarric Music Education
Hopkins Famliy
Scholastic Books
Greenhill Wines

Handmade jewellery & purses
by Michi Munro & Sunitra
Martinelli in South Australia.
sunitramartinelli@yahoo.com.a
u
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Buddy Classes
Crafers Primary School is committed to
implementing buddies, from R-7, with weekly
meetings with their buddy class. Our class has
been paired with Ms Gaetjens Year 5 class, we
meet every Friday afternoon. It is definitely a
highlight of the week that students look forward
to. During buddy time students reinforce
concepts about their learning by creating
dialogue with their peers from their buddy
class, by talking about their current learning or
sharing their learning experiences and even
getting to do Science experiments together. It
has been a great opportunity for older students
to exercise their leadership capacity and
demonstrate positive role model behaviours to
the younger students; this was demonstrated
while practicing for the buddy component of
Sports Day. It has been exciting to see the
students develop a strong rapport, whilst still
meeting the demands of the curriculum.
Kit Wong
Room 8
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Carlton Primary School
Last week we received several beautiful
thankyou cards from students attending
Carlton Primary School in Port Augusta.
Many of the students in the school are
indigenous and there is a program where
students get points for attendance and
participation in the educational programs.
Students then use these points to buy goods
from the DOJO shop.
Our school donated three large boxes of lunch
boxes, bags, and drink bottles. Thankyou to
Naidine Cullen for your work to make this
happen.
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Gardening

This term the students from Room 6 have been learning about plants and how they work. As part of
this they have been lucky enough to have Anne Holub, Jane Rowat and Mr McGregor come to help
them transform the gardens around the amphitheatre.
They started by removing the old plants out of the gardens, finding all manner of creepy crawlies and
slimy things to play with as they went. After the old plants were removed they dug up the soil and
added compost ready for planting.
The following week Jane Rowat came with the most amazing array of plants, pots and new friends for
the garden. The students all joined in and got their hands dirty planting all the beautiful flowers and
making the new chickens a home.
We would like to say a big thank you to our amazing gardeners Anne and Mr McGregor and extend
our gratitude to Jane Rowat and Karkoo Nursery for not only coming to help us plant, but also
donating all the beautiful plants and ornaments that have made the space look absolutely amazing.
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Bridge Program 2016
Crafers Primary school has been selected as one
of 16 schools nationally to participate in the
2016 BRIDGE School Partnership Program.
Commencing in 2008, this Commonwealth
program has matched 248 Australian schools
with partner schools in Indonesia, and more
recently in India, China, Thailand, South Korea,
Malaysia and Thailand. The Program aims to
develop school-wide capacity in IT skills, Asialiteracy, and general professional practice.
Over the last two weeks Crafers Primary School
has been proud to host two teachers from our
newly appointed partner school, Santa Yosefa,
from Labuan Bajo city on the island of Flores in
Indonesia. The school has 335 students from
Grade from 1 - 6. Ms Bergita Daus (Ibu Gita) and
Sister Katarina Elin have worked with all classes
at Crafers Primary, developing the beginnings of
what is planned to be a sustainable, meaningful
and long-term school partnership.
In supporting Indonesian lessons, Ibu Gita and
Sister Katarina have coached students in oral
exercises,
designed lessons
about
the
importance to the Flores region of the Komodo
dragon, and have guided students through the
viewing of a film about Santa Yosefa School.
Students have insightfully reflected on
perceived similarities and differences between
the schools as a base for developing future
intercultural insights. Some Year 5 and 6
students received and responded to beautifully
crafted personal letters from new friends at
Santa Yosefa School. Our guests have also
offered targeted vocabulary practice through
after school banana-frying lessons, graciously
donned high-viz vests to perform yard duties,
marvelled at the energy in our assemblies and
acceptingly participated in all aspects of school
life.
Lyndal Chittleborough & Felicity Harrison
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Bridge Program 2016

The initial phase of the BRIDGE partnership involves all Crafers students travelling to Flores….in
the form of a '"flat traveller”! All students have created a laminated cut-out of themselves which
will travel to a Santa Yosefa partner who will then regularly photograph and post images of the
Crafers flat traveller and partner student enjoying aspects of daily life. Towards achieving
sustainability, we aim for regular video-conferencing to commence for Room 10 this year, and for
all other students in their weekly Indonesian lessons. As our connection with Santa Yosefa
evolves, more themes and video conferencing will eventuate.
Importantly, it has sometimes been difficult even during this exciting short visit for us to
understand each other's language and practices. For students, this initial discomfort heightens
the ultimate buzz when their perseverance at communication results in success. This generation
of deep thinking skills will be just one of the valuable aspects of our partnership with Santa
Yosefa School.
Ibu Gita and Sister Katarina return to Flores with our flat travellers this week appreciative of our
mutual learning, and eager to start connecting! They extend a warm invitation to any Crafers
families wandering Bali-wards to hop three islands further east and pay a 'fat' visit. We wish them
well and look forward to a hearty and enriching partnership. Thanks to all in the school
community who warmly supported this beginning stage of the bridge-building project.

Reception Greetings

Our newest learners of Indonesian in Room 7 prepared this film for assembly in Week 1 using
greetings in Indonesian. Please learn and enjoy. Thankyou Room 7.
https://youtu.be/kLBQ9lzbYDk
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Stirling District Kindy Visit

Developing Relationships with the Community

On Friday 3rd June the Reception children in
Room 6 and 7 spent the morning visiting the
Stirling District Kindergarten. The children
enjoyed seeing their previous teachers and
catching up with friends and for some their
brother or sister. After our visit to the Kindy,
with the weather shining we were lucky to
have our recess and a play at Steam Roller
Park. Thank you to all our Kindy friends for
allowing us to visit and we look forward to
seeing you again later in the year.
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